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Much of my writing in environmental philosophy has argued that the widely
acknowledged tension between ecocentric ethics and liberal modernity need not
be deeply antagonistic. The belief that they are stems from an overly simple
conception of the liberal intellectual tradition, one conceiving it in either u-
tilitarian or deontological (natural rights) terms. These liberal traditions are
indeed inhospitable to ecocentric concerns. In sharp contrast to ecological rea-
soning, they consider the individual abstracted away from all social relationships
as both their ethical and their analytical unit.
Internal disagreements within these two variants of liberalism can be deep, but
none are hospitable to ecocentric insights. Some believe human problems will be
best solved in the market order because it most fully and productively facilitates
human cooperation. Others are critical of this conclusion, arguing instead that
a different liberal institution, the democratic polity, is best able to address
the myriad problems of human life. Technophiles make similar claims about
liberalism’s third defining institution, modern science.
These approaches, and the various permutations and combinations among them,
all share a pervasive conceptual blindness to the nature and validity of the oth-
er community forms in which we live. Nature is most appropriately dealt with
through the market order, centralized political direction, or scientific manage-
ment, as the case may be. Without denying that these institutions and strate-
gies play important roles with respect to modernity’s interface with the natural
world, all are deeply inadequate as means for harmonizing humankind with the
natural world. Their conceptual framework screens out insights necessary to
enable us to bring the modern world into harmony with its environment.
To this extent I agree with the ecocentric critique of liberal modernity. But
modern liberalism is hardly exhausted by utilitarian and natural right cate-
gories, even though most commentators stop here. Another current in liberal
thought is quite compatible with ecocentric insights and provides the conceptual
and analytic tools needed to cultivate a more appropriate relationship between
modern civilization and the natural world.
The ”evolutionary” tradition in liberal thought, has its roots in insights devel-
oped by Scottish Enlightenment thinkers such as David Hume, Adam Smith,
and Adam Ferguson. It is quite hospitable to an ecocentric ethic for three rea-
sons. First, evolutionary liberals have been concerned with how social order
arises in the absence of any deliberate plan to construct it. Their concept of
social life as being the product of human action, but not of human design, is
an ecological notion. The basic patterns of social life are largely the unplanned
outcome of relationships of intricate and unpredictable interconnectedness. In
fact, this concept of social evolution provides the most important instance of
a concept developed in the social sciences being later adapted for use in the
natural sciences, via the work of Charles Darwin.
Second, the thinkers of the Scottish Enlightenment devised, in Smith’s terms,
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a theory of moral sentiments which can be easily developed into a biocentric
ethic. Hume and Smith, in particular, argued that we all have an innate capacity
for ”sympathy” with others. Due to changing meanings over time, their term
‘sympathy’ now most resembles what we term empathy. Our natural empathy is
a necessary element in even rational self-interested action and, as Hume noted,
encompasses animals as well as human beings.1
Third, Michael Polanyi, a recent philosopher in the evolutionary liberal tra-
dition, developed the concept of ”tacit knowledge” characterized by an ”in-
dwelling” which is the necessary foundation for all explicit knowledge. Polanyi’s
conception of tacit knowledge is a model of gestalt perception. I have argued
Polanyi’s concept helps extend the biocentric ethic rooted in Hume and Smith
into an ecocentric ethic in harmony with the work of Leopold and Naess.2
My argument for a natural harmony existing between evolutionary liberal and
ecocentric thought can be challenged in one obvious way. All liberal traditions
endorse the basic modern institutions of the market, science, and liberal democ-
racy. These institutions have repeatedly run roughshod over the natural world,
and over peoples whose way of life is more in harmony with the natural world
than is our own. How then can I argue for a root harmony? In this paper I
want to answer this objection by outlining the framework for a liberal political
economy that is in harmony with ecocentric perspectives.
Respect in Community Context
To summarize one conclusion from my earlier work, the fundamental foundation
for ethics as people actually experience it is respect, which can be philosophically
derived from the work of Hume and Smith. The term ‘respect,’ however, is fairly
vague. The form it takes is decisively shaped by the kind of community within
which we act. What constitutes respect in one context may not do so in another.
Liberal society is a community of strangers. In a mass society numbering from
hundreds of thousands to billions, there is no way we can have any particular
knowledge of most of the people with whom we come into contact. Nor will they
have any particular knowledge of us. In such a society, ethical relations based
upon a recognition of human equality must be anonymous, procedural, and
apply to all. Anonymous because we are strangers to one another, procedural
because we have no real idea what one another’s particular purposes and goals
may be, and apply to all because all of us are equally human beings. Abstract
liberal rights are the form respect takes in this kind of society. Among the most
important of these rights are freedom of speech, of association, and some sort
of private property rights.
What counts as respect among strangers does not necessarily constitute respect
among intimates or friends. When arguing with a stranger I can appropriately
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invoke my right to freedom of speech. But replying to a lover’s reproach over
a cutting remark that ”I have the right to say what I want” may find our
relationship moving from intimacy to one appropriate for strangers. Similarly,
if a salesman persistently refers to me by my first name, I may be put off, because
it implies a degree of personal knowledge which I know to be absent. But a friend
who is very upset with me for some reason might say ”Mr. diZerega” rather
than Gus. In doing so, my friend intends a message of criticism not respect.
Forms of respect are context specific, and what determines the context are the
kinds of relationships which most characterize a particular kind of community.
When community is defined in this way, four community forms seem to me
particularly fundamental to life in the modern world. First we have the com-
munity of the family, which constitutes the basic reproductive unit. As an ideal,
it is held together by terms of love, devotion, and responsibility, the form re-
spect takes among intimates. Second is the small face-to-face community, be
it a neighborhood, rural county, village, or town. While most residents will
lack intimate relations with one another, most will be known to one anoth-
er as acquaintances or by reputation or having friends in common. In such a
community respect takes the form of neighborliness, mutual aid, and friendly
relations. Third we have the society of strangers, the liberal order which I have
already described. Finally, we have the natural community, which sustains us
all. Respect towards relationships in nature is complex because there are two
relevant contexts. The first is when we use members of that community for
our own purposes, as we must in order to survive. In such instances respect
manifests as never treating a being as a pure means.3 There is also the level of
our relationships with the natural order as a whole, where we respect the basic
processes that sustain it.
It is possible to multiply the number of communities within which we live, but
I believe these four are the most basic. Being territorially rooted, they are
common to us all, for we are all creatures upon the earth. They also cover the
full range of basic relationships we may have with other beings, and therefore
the basic contexts within which respect may manifest: intimacy, friendship,
and a variety of relationships more characterized by their utility. A full human
life today requires participating in all these communities. Understanding their
character is necessary if we are to appreciate the problems of liberal modernity’s
impact upon nature, and possible solutions to it.
Liberal Society’s Assault on the Environment
It is clear that as it has evolved, the liberal order tends to respect neither the
natural processes necessary for the indefinite flourishing of nature, nor indi-
vidual plants and animals. To understand why, we need to appreciate liberal
modernity’s strengths, rather than simply focusing upon its shortcomings. It
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turns out that the strengths and weaknesses are connected.
Most fundamentally, the rise of liberal modernity created a new realm for human
cooperation, providing strangers with an institutional framework of equal and
enforceable rights which facilitated their collaboration for common purposes.
The rules governing this cooperation generate a feedback system able to coordi-
nate countless independently chosen projects. The defining liberal institutions
of the market order, scientific community, and representative democracy are all
self-organizing systems characterized more fundamentally by cooperation than
competition.4
To take the market as an example, (although democratic politics and scientific
research would work just as well) before a business can arise to compete with
another, the people comprising it must come together into a fundamentally co-
operative endeavor. No organization can last long in a challenging environment
if its internal relations are primarily competitive. Organizations whose members
suffer from low morale are organizations at risk of failure. Competition between
organizations requires cooperation within them.
Competition within liberal institutions is usually poorly understood. The type-
s of interpersonal competition we constantly encounter within contemporary
organizations are hardly unique to liberal modernity. Office politics is only a
variant of court and bureaucratic politics, and its character would be quickly
grasped by a Chinese official from the Han Dynasty. Competition for jobs is
nothing new, although the percentage of people in contemporary society who
compete in this way is.
The competition which most differentiates liberal society from illiberal social
orders arises from the abolition of status differences as a major structural el-
ement defining human relations. This abolition vastly increased the range of
activities wherein people encounter one another as legal equals. Among equals,
relationships survive only so long as both parties find them worth maintaining.
A consumer can shift to a new provider at any time. So, for that matter, can
supporters of a political party or candidate and scientists who currently favor a
particular theory or research program. Any liberal relationship is open to chal-
lenge by others offering one of the parties a more favorable alternative. This
competition automatically arises out of freedom to choose, and it is the only
kind of competition which is systemically unique to liberal societies because it
is based upon equality of abstract procedural rights. At the systemic level, this
competition constitutes a discovery process, by which conditions most suitable
for meeting participants’ purposes are found.5 Competition in liberal societies
is therefore largely a derivative of the cooperation they make possible.6
Because liberal societies of strangers require the weakest ties of obligation and
responsibility, they maintain the largest range of individual freedom of choice.
Such societies are experienced as competitive by any who benefit from the status
quo, because it can never be taken for granted. Similarly, they are perceived
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as offering potential opportunities by those seeking gain by changing the status
quo.
The capacity of liberal societies to promote and harness human creativity through
facilitating cooperation gives them a fundamental advantage over societies where
the free flow of talent or information is hampered by tribal rivalries, caste s-
tatus, family feuds, or politically ascribed status differences. Liberal societies
therefore generate enormous economic, scientific, and political power. It is this
ability to generate power, and not the exploitation of other peoples, which was
largely an outcome of that power, that enabled liberal civilization ultimately to
dominate the globe.7
The power generated by the liberal order also transforms and threatens to over-
whelm the other basic communities within which we live. Families, small com-
munities, and nature have all been increasingly integrated into and subordinated
to the liberal community, with its abstract and procedural standards. In the
process, relationships which are of great benefit among strangers can become a
serious threat to human well-being when expanding beyond their appropriate
bounds into communities constituted by different kinds of relationships.
We need to understand how the liberal community comes to subordinate other
communities if we are to devise means for safeguarding them. The modern
liberal order is distinguished by its unusually heavy reliance upon self-organizing
systems. Along with custom and language, which exist in any society, liberal
societies are characterized by the vital roles played by the self-organizing systems
of the market, science, and representative democracy.
In each of these systems, the impact of individual and group action sends signals
throughout, enabling others to take into consideration the impact of often far
removed actions upon their own plans. A system of constant mutual adjustment
is thereby generated. For example, in the market order, changes in the price
system signal to people the relative availability of different resources, thereby
helping to coordinate their utilization without anyone needing to have a view of
the whole. In the scientific community journals and referees play a similar role,
making it possible for highly differentiated information to be made available in
the absence of any oversight. In democratic politics, the election system sends
signals to all interested parties about the success or failure of strategies, policies,
and candidates; thereby influencing others in their political actions.
None of these coordination mechanisms is perfect. All rely upon human judg-
ments to perform their function, for the information they generate must be
interpreted, and any interpretation can be in error. But they do enable the
market, science, and representative democracy to handle more complex infor-
mation more creatively and in greater service to more human purposes than any
alternative form of social order thus far devised.
But systemic strengths can become systemic weaknesses in different contexts. A
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self-organizing system works only to the extent that the information it generates
and coordinates is relevant to the needs of its participants. If the information
it makes available is unreliable, or inappropriate, the results of people freely
choosing their own courses of action will more often lead to mutual disruption
rather than mutual enrichment.
While liberal self-organizing systems have been reasonably successful at accom-
plishing these tasks within the liberal community, they have been far less suc-
cessful at integrating the values and needs of other community types into their
coordination system. When other communities were dominant, and the liberal
community weak, this was not a serious failing. But as the liberal order has
increasingly dominated all other social orders, the picture has become quite
different.
The information generated by liberal institutions is different from that needed
to maintain other communities. Most importantly, these other communities
exist in ethically ”deeper” worlds than does the liberal order. Membership in a
family makes different, and far more complex, ethical claims upon us than does
membership in liberal society. Similarly, the natural community also makes
more complex demands of its human members. The reason is that to sustain
natural processes we must often pass up opportunities for short term gain,
perhaps even postponing them beyond our own life time. In doing so we seek to
preserve processes which are largely invisible to us, and which assist people and
other beings whom we shall never see. This requires a fairly demanding ethical
stance.
The liberal community’s ethic is the simplest ethic we encounter. It concerns
only procedural relations applicable to all beings like ourselves. It cannot ade-
quately comprehend relationships appropriate to ethically richer communities.
For example, to be indefinitely sustainable, extractive industries such as fish-
ing, logging, whaling, and farming, have to be harmoniously integrated not
just with human communities, they must also be in harmony with the natural
community. Since natural processes sustain such activities over the long run,
harmony with these processes is more important than harmony with a partic-
ular human community. This means that human communities need to provide
ways of molding people’s perceived self-interest in ways that will respect the
very long time-horizons (from a human point of view) required to sustain the
natural order. In many earlier societies religious principles, pride of ownership,
community standards, and an ethic of responsible husbandry all played a role
in integrating human oriented production into the larger natural order.
Unfortunately, as these extractive activities become more integrated into the
liberal order, they become subordinated to market and politically generated
processes which take a much more short term perspective, leading to the de-
cline of forest lands, soil, fisheries, and whales. To take but one example, as
farming becomes more mechanized farmers find their freedom of action increas-
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ingly constrained by the financial payments they must continually generate in
order to repay loans taken out to purchase capital goods. In the short run,
agriculture becomes more subordinated to the rate of interest than to natural
processes. To preserve and enhance financial capital, too often ”natural capital”
is used up.
Short as the time horizon of the market rate of interest is from a natural perspec-
tive, it is eternity itself compared to political time horizons. Most politicians
are ruled by the electoral cycle, and most bureaucrats by the fiscal year, when
making decisions and determining policies. In addition, while far-sighted poli-
cies usually do not provide profit opportunities for their advocates (else they
would not be called far-sighted), their on-going implementation will provide
such opportunities to those in a position to benefit. Consequently, there will
always be a tendency for far-sighted measures to be subverted over time into
serving the short term interests of strategically organized groups. This is why
liberal democracies can often adopt a far-sighted policy, but succumb to very
short term criteria when implementing it.
There are both ethical and structural elements to this problem. While in its
proper context liberalism is a highly ethical system, when its ethics come to
dominate other communities it dilutes and erodes the ethical context of human
action. For example, if I ”own land,” I may seek to make my living from it,
but I will often also feel at home in it, desire to act responsibly with regard to
it, want to leave it in better condition than when I began, and even come to
love it. Nor need I be a philosophical ecocentrist to feel these things. They are
common to many people.
But if I own shares in a corporation which owns that same piece of land, the
ethical richness of my relationship with the land is truncated. To a very large
extent, my interest in owning shares is narrowly financial. After all, there is little
other reason to buy. If the shares I own are in a mutual fund, this relationship
becomes even more abstract and dominated by financial considerations because I
will be largely unaware of any other considerations. I have no ethical relationship
at all with the land.
Green mutual funds qualify my point, but do not change it. Their very existence
testifies to the fundamentally external relationship of environmental ethics to
the market order. Environmental ethics have to be deliberately structured into
the market process.
While the ethics of personal responsibility and stewardship and the ethics of
liberal economics are both legitimate, one is much thinner than the other. This
is why liberal ethics makes it so easy for strangers to cooperate, because it
minimizes the depth of agreement they need to have. It also leads to abuses.
When it was family owned, California’s Pacific Lumber Company logged its land
at a slow and sustainable rate, maintaining both forests and logging communities
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dependent upon those forests. It simultaneously enjoyed the respect of the
environmental community and was an economically viable player in the larger
liberal economy. But in purely economic terms, Pacific Lumber was ”under
valued.” It was therefore vulnerable to a takeover by financiers interested in
more rapid money making than was taking place. Charles Hurwitz did so,
financing his take over by then doubling the logging rate. On purely economic
terms, Hurwitz would be said to have acted not only appropriately, he also acted
for the benefit of the economy as a whole.
But the economy is only a viable standard for the abstract liberal community,
and even then not the sole standard, for it neglects political values. It is a deeply
inadequate standard for other human communities, and for the world of nature.
In the case of Pacific Lumber, institutional forms able sensitively to evaluate the
complex ethical requirements of multi-dimensional relationships with the nat-
ural community and various human communities was replaced by institutional
relationships able at best to handle only the thinner ethical environment of the
liberal community.
The solution to this problem, if one can be found, is not to eliminate the liber-
al order, which has brought many goods to humankind. Our strategy instead
should first, seek ways to strengthen the influence of ethically deeper commu-
nities within the liberal order and, second, enable the other basic communities
of family, the face-to-face community, and nature to preserve their fundamen-
tal separation from that order.8 Such communities need to have countervailing
power, to be able to push back at the borders, where different communities
interpenetrate with one another.
Property Rights
Property rights define power relations. They serve to settle, and even more
to avoid, disputes over alternative uses to which resources may be put. Their
existence is inescapable among beings such as ourselves who are social and
individually self-conscious. Liberalism emphasizes that private property rights
are under most circumstances the most appropriate form these rights should
take in order to maximize human well being.
Enforceable property rights are perhaps the strongest tool by which the polit-
ically and economically weak can withstand the powerful. The far greater en-
vironmental degradation occurring in illiberal industrial societies demonstrates
the importance of preserving sources of private power and initiative. That prop-
erty rights are also used to justify environmental exploitation should not blind
us to the more positive dimension of this institution.
Even so, while liberalism has been perhaps the strongest cultural and political
force against the arbitrary power of one person exercised over another, it has
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preserved one area where this power is considered all but sacred: the owner-
ship of property. Sir William Blackstone observed ”There is nothing which so
generally strikes the imagination and engages the affections of mankind as the
right of property; or that sole and despotic dominion which one man claims
and exercises over the external things of the world, to the total exclusion of the
right of any other individual in the universe.”9 Despotic power is irresponsible
power. Despots are accountable to no one in how they exercise their will.
While personal property, such as a television or clothing, may be able to be
defended in these terms, no liberal theory of private property in land supports
this despotic interpretation of property use. Perhaps the most abstract and
individualistic theory of private property in land was that developed by John
Locke. But even Locke supported private ownership of land only so long as ”at
least where there is enough and as good left in common for others.”10 It is clear
today that this is no longer the case, leaving Lockean property rights open to
substantial social regulation. Even from a Lockean perspective, there can no
longer be absolute property rights to act in ways that undermine the ecological
vitality of forests, rivers, lakes, farmland, estuaries, and the like.11
Arguments from the evolutionary liberal perspective are even more powerful. An
ecology is like the liberal order in that its structure is the unplanned outcome of
the independently pursued activities of its constituents. One implication which
follows is that while both systems will tend to provide optimal environments
for the flourishing of the greatest variety of participants, they will often appear
sub-optimal from the narrow perspective of any particular participant. Most
deer would probably prefer the absence of deer-eating predators, no matter how
important they may ultimately be for maintaining a good environment for deer
as a species. Economically, virtually any one can imagine a better arrangement
of goods and services than the one which confronts him or her in daily life.
Politically, all of us can probably imagine better policies on nearly anything
than what democratic governments actually pursue. The logic of evolutionary
liberalism suggests we be very circumspect about acting to change this order,
and seek to do so only on the basis of principles internal to it.
Among human beings, the imperfections of any actual circumstances lead to
the temptation to try and attain a favored outcome through extra-systemic in-
terventions, such as price controls in the economy. Ultimately, however, such
interventions disrupt the feed back which sustains the system, helping indepen-
dent people to coordinate their activities without the intervention of a central
authority. The richness and vitality of the over all order suffers as a result.
This is why F.A. Hayek argued that political expediency almost always exag-
gerated possible benefits while it underestimated the harmful impact of extra-
systemic interventions needed to attain those benefits. In its underlying logic,
Hayek’s argument is identical with ecological arguments to resist temptation-
s to impose an outcome on natural processes rather than working with them.
In social policy, Hayek emphasized that such cautionary principles should al-
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ways trump expediency.12 The same point holds for our relationship with our
environment - for the same reasons.
Property rights in land should be completely divorced from the fiction that
makes them conceptually equivalent with property rights in manufactured good-
s. As even Locke acknowledged, the two are not equivalent. In owning land we
in fact own a bundle of discrete rights which can be added to or subtracted. We
do not abolish ”property rights” by harmonizing this bundle with environmen-
tal realities. Thus, there should be no right to indulge in extractive use of a
sustainable resource in ways that impair its indefinite renewal. Nor should there
be a right to cause or materially contribute to the extinction of a species that is
not actively harmful to human beings, such as the smallpox virus. Nor should
products be created which can not be either recycled or biodegrade within a
reasonable time back into elements useful for other forms of life.
Making users of land accountable to these principles would no more destroy
liberal society than did the abolition of slavery, even though it, too, ended a
property right of immemorial antiquity. Indeed, like the abolition of slavery,
it would be a step forward for a liberal order, as the realm of arbitrary power
was limited still further. Such a change would not in itself make liberal society
fully compatible with an ecocentric ethic, but it is an essential step in that
process. And such a change is fully implied in the character of evolutionary
liberal thought.
Second, historically property rights in the US have been strongly biased on
behalf of those who use them in economic production. This may be due to the
widespread acceptance of the Lockean argument for property rights combined
with the wholesale violation of Indian property rights, a violation justified on
the false grounds that native peoples did not modify the land. Whatever the
reason, this bias has held as much for publicly held property as for private
ownership. Only ranchers can bid for grazing allotments on BLM lands. If the
Nature Conservancy outbids ranchers, and tries to retire lands from grazing in
order to enhance other values, it will lose its allotment and the allotments again
be put out to bid. The same principle applies to contracts on public forests.
Only mining interests can file claims on public land. In the US, public values
are explicitly subordinated to private interests on most public land.
But as basic human economic needs have been met, and as communication
becomes steadily easier, groups with non-economic interests are also attempting
to influence the fate of public lands. In doing so, they are consistently treated
as second class citizens. Excluded from competing against legally privileged
ranching, logging, and mining interests, these groups have been forced into the
cruder and riskier strategies of political activism in order to protect the values
they cherish. In a final irony, their opponents then claim these groups favor
”intrusive government” - when in fact they are among its victims.
These non-economic groups hold a major key to harmonizing liberal institu-
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tions with the natural order. Usually they have ethically deeper values than
the narrowly economic interests who have traditionally dominated the use of
public lands. Such groups range from the Sierra Club, and Earth First! to
the Izaak Walton League and Ducks Unlimited. While the economic, political,
and technological achievements of liberal society are primarily responsible for
making the organization of such non-economic groups possible, liberal social in-
stitutions do not presently allow them adequate opportunity to influence the use
of public lands. Just as private property rights need to be made less despotic,
so public property needs to be made more accountable to the public interest.
These groups are part of the means by this goal can be achieved.
Government Lands vs. Public Lands
For many reasons, most people are unwilling to entrust all social issues and
values to the workings of private markets. Certain values are considered to
be ill-served by the market order and are in principle inappropriate for private
enterprise to provide. National parks and national forests embody such values.
I will focus on their preservation because they encompass both using a forest
to provide resources for the human community, and also protecting natural
communities for their own sake. The basic principles involved in addressing
these issues can be applied to other areas of conflict between nature and human
society, as we will see through analyzing the protection of endangered species.
We have appropriately sought to turn ownership and management of national
forests and parks over to the public. In practice this has meant that we have
turned our forests and parks over to the government for safekeeping. Unfortu-
nately, once given this task government has not acted very responsibly.
To be sure, government action was needed to remove certain values from the
not so tender mercies of the extractive industries. It would not have been
done otherwise. But the government itself has proven to have been at best an
indifferent steward once their preservation became its ongoing responsibility.
This situation puts many environmentalists between a rock and a hard place.
On the one hand they do not favor privatization. On the other, they do not
like the way democratic government and its managing bureaucracies have acted
either.
The basic problem with democratic government is that, due to its power to make
laws and collect taxes, those with greatest access to political power can use it to
benefit themselves at the public’s expense. The history of the American West is
one long exercise of this tendency, from the initial dispossession of the Indians
to the ongoing enrichment of agribusiness. Those standing to benefit financially
have tended to exercise disproportionate influence over managerial decisions
in both national forests and parks. Unfortunately, there are sound structural
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reasons to believe this state of affairs will not change so long as government is
charged not only with making decisions to protect non-economic values, which
it can do, but also with implementing these decisions over time, which it cannot.
Short as the market order’s time frame is, it is greater than that applying in
politics.
‘Democratic government’ is not a synonym for the public. It is simply an insti-
tution charged with serving public interests, and like any other institution, it
can do its task well or ill. In the case of our environment, government has tend-
ed to do its task ill. Consequently, any successful environmental strategy must
remove publicly owned resources from the day to day managerial authority of a
Congress captivated by pork barrels and the electoral cycle, and a bureaucracy
more concerned with maintaining institutional turf and autonomy than serving
the public. This task is not nearly so utopian as it seems. Once we decouple the
public from the government, our thinking is freed, and exciting new possibilities
emerge.
Take our national forests as an example. What if for each national forest,
a National Forest Trust was established with responsibility for governing it?
Membership in this trust would be voluntary, requiring a person to pay a fee
covering membership expenses in order to join. Such expenses would not be
high, but would ensure that only those genuinely interested in the forest and
its fate would take the time to join. Upon joining, members could participate
in selecting the trust’s board of directors. Trusts would be organized somewhat
like cooperatives rather than corporations. The vote of each member would
count the same.
Each forest trust would probably have thousands of members. Some would be
local residents, some would be involved in extractive industries, some would be
people making recreational use of the forest, and some would be people who are
concerned with its well-being, even if they had never been there. Quite possibly,
a process of proportional representation would give the wide variety of legitimate
interests representation on the Board of Directors. Elected directors would be
under intense pressure to serve all or most interests which have legitimate claims
upon the forests. It would be all but impossible to keep key decisions quiet.
Management of the forest would be the trust’s responsibility, which would in-
clude raising enough money to meet its costs. Lack of access to tax monies
would eliminate any incentive to subsidize extractive industries, as is currently
the case. The forest would have to meet its overhead, but would be under no
institutional incentive to make a significant profit. It would of course remain
influenced by economic forces, but because votes are not weighted by financial
influence, economic motives become only one among many influences, rather
than the guiding principle in deciding policy.
This forest trust will represent a true public interest. It is open to all. It makes
use of modern society’s capacity for enabling even widely dispersed people with
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common interests to organize effectively for their own purposes. It is difficult to
imagine management becoming divorced from its constituency under such cir-
cumstances, because some organizations will always monitor what is happening,
and people who use the forest will be able to observe for themselves the impact
of managerial decisions. The constant renewal of the directors through public
debate and elections where contrasting visions compete for the allegiance of vot-
ers deeply concerned with the forest’s fate would prevent the rise of self-serving
elites and in-grown administrations. Having a say in the fate of a forest for
which we care would encourage members to become educated on forest issues.
This is particularly the case because they are self-selected.13
Because there would be many trusts, each with responsibility for only one forest,
the membership of each would be focused in its interests. In addition, the in-
evitable errors in policy will be confined to a single area, while successes will be
able to be copied in many others. This decentralization will also encourage the
exposure and correction of errors as they are discovered. Such an institution-
al arrangement maximizes the advantages of having a multiplicity of decision
making centers, while using this same characteristic to minimize the impact of
poorly chosen policies.
National forest trusts will provide a far more genuine expression of the public
interest over time than can Congress. When we vote for politicians, we almost
always only have two real choices. Neither may be concerned with issues that
motivate us the most. In addition, it is often difficult to monitor how well they
actually serve us. Key votes are often on amendments, and are often in com-
mittee. A legislator’s final vote is a very imperfect way of determining their real
position. While not entirely corrupt, Congressional oversight is biased towards
serving well-organized interests with strong financial interests. Cooperatively
organized national forest trusts promise to be superior in every way.
National parks could be governed by similar trusts. The chief difference would be
the virtual absence among the membership of people in the extractive industries,
because their use of park lands is already prohibited by law. A slightly different
possibility for structuring such a trust from the one I have outlined for the
forests has been developed by Karl Hess for Rocky Mountain National Park.
”The park,” Hess writes, ”would be held in trust for the American people by
employees of Rocky Mountain, faculty representatives from Colorado’s principal
colleges, and concerned shareholders drawn from the general public.”14
Such trusts would be genuinely public, democratic, and far less susceptible to the
kinds of corruption which have devastated much of our forest land and degraded
much of our park land. Their mass membership and the organizations concerned
with overseeing their functioning would help protect them from interference
by Congress. Once established, they would quickly acquire a legitimacy far
beyond that of the self-serving politicians who now exercise partisan and corrupt
oversight over the public lands. The public would finally be far more consistently
served than is the case today.
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While members would not own the forests and parks, in other respects these
trusts would resemble cooperatives. Because members are self-selected, and
interested in the forest, the advantages of cooperative ownership would largely
apply. This provides grounds for optimism. Cooperatives have proven able to
take very long-term points of view. In Japan and Switzerland, where the relative
absence of foreign invasion has made it possible for traditional institutional
forms to survive for centuries local cooperatives have managed to maintain
community forest and grazing land for as long as 800 years; longer than the
time it takes to establish an old growth forest.15
Endangered Species
The same principles can be applied to even more intractable issues. For ex-
ample, many endangered species will not necessarily be saved by wise use of
public lands. Key populations exist on private land. Even if no one has a
right to contribute to the destruction of a species, a purely punitive approach
to enforcing this right has generated serious hostility among many landowners
and, far worse, has not encouraged private landowners to increase the popula-
tion of rare species on their property. Obviously, any long term recovery of a
species requires not only that its surviving population not be exterminated, in
addition the viable population must be re-established, so that inevitable chance
environmental fluctuations will not do them in, as happened with the heath hen.
Among liberal insights is the vital one that among human beings incentives
motivate better than prohibitions. The procedural rules that generate self-
organizing processes are enabling rules, not prescriptive rules. This is why they
can successfully channel local knowledge and opportunities in ways beneficial
to the system as a whole. By contrast, centralized and technocratic approaches
ignore local insights and knowledge because they are too complex to be factored
in to some central plan. Yet current endangered species protection, while better
than nothing at all, is largely based upon a strategy of prohibitions. It often sets
local interests at war with broader social interests. Inevitable tensions become
unnecessary antagonisms. An approach emphasizing incentives would look quite
different.
Among the best proposals using incentives to attain endangered species recov-
ery is establishing a national biodiversity trust fund. John Baden and Tim
O’Brien suggest that such a fund should have ”regional, state, and local mem-
ber organizations . . . . Each fund would be managed by a board of trustees
and would have as its key mandate, the conservation of species and habitat.”
A Biodiversity Trust Fund could be funded by foundations, private donations,
corporate contributions, a percentage of the revenues from activities on public
lands that infringe on wildlife habitat, and check offs at tax time. Baden and
O’Brien argue that allocating 10
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Like national forest and park trusts, biodiversity trusts would be decentralized,
and therefore able to focus on the flora and fauna of local bioregions. This strat-
egy would encourage local concern and support for species and ecosystems close
to home. The Biodiversity Trust Fund proposal emphasizes the advantages of
using incentives to draw upon widely dispersed knowledge and local involvement
in the protection and enhancement of habitat for endangered species. As such,
it builds upon the evolutionary liberal insights about the dispersed nature of
practical knowledge and the need to cultivate its development and elaboration,
rather than seeking to replace it with centralized direction.
Smaller Human Communities
All liberal thought has emphasized that appropriate institutions can serve ethi-
cal values which need not be present in the motives of those acting within them.
The US Constitution relies upon office holders seeking to expand the powers
of their own offices in order to maintain the separation of powers. The market
serves broad public needs even though most participants seek to provide only for
their own and their loved ones’ well being. Science depends upon competition
among scientists pursuing their own research interests to facilitate research by
other scientists on different problems. Unfortunately, the tendency for liberal
theory to celebrate the value of abstractness, and the self-organizing capacities
of its defining institutions, has led many to assume that proper institutional
constraints are all that we need to channel self-interest in beneficial directions.
In the absence of deeper individual ethics, there are limits to how far even the
most impersonal liberal institutions can go in serving the common good. As
James Madison and Thomas Jefferson both emphasized with regard to the US
Constitution, the self-interest of politicians alone would not preserve it. Parties
are also needed to refrain from pushing the outermost limits of their powers.17
There is a broader principle at work here. If empathy is the foundation for
ethical action, then ethical principles applying at high levels of abstraction will
need reinforcement and support by communities where values are more per-
sonally and tangibly grounded. We can hardly be ethically reliable at such an
impersonal level if we are blind to ethical demands in concrete situations - unless
forced to be so by the threat of severe sanctions.
When standards of personal integrity which arose and are maintained primarily
in face to face societies erode as these communities decline, increasing amounts
of resources need to be devoted to enforcement and protection. Our plague of
lawyers is evidence of this. The liberal order may not exactly collapse in the
absence of an ethical foundation which cannot be derived simply from the rules
governing a society of strangers, but it will be impoverished and the quality
of human life degraded. This is yet another way of reminding even the most
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optimistic liberal that this community is only one of the communities in which
we live. Liberal institutions are not truly self-sufficient. They depend upon and
benefit from other basic human communities. But to do so, smaller communities
with deeper ethical environments must not be subsumed into and dissolved
within the liberal community. They need to be able to preserve their own
boundaries.18
These smaller communities constitute the human groups which act within and
often preserve a deeper ethical environment than is the case within the abstract
liberal society. Their members are called upon to make more discerning eth-
ical judgments than are corporate executives. Because our interface with the
natural world calls upon ethical norms which are not inherent in the principles
governing the abstract liberal order, local communities will play a vital role in
any sustainable liberal society, let alone one which is respectful of ecocentric
values.19
This observation has important policy implications. For example, rather than
seeking to use the government to regulate ranchers, environmentalists would
probably be far wiser to support and expand programs such as those developed
by the Nature Conservancy in areas as diverse as northern California, the greater
Yellowstone ecosystem, and the malpais country of southwestern New Mexico.
In these locations the Conservancy is cooperating with innovative ranchers in
devising ranching practices which can coexist with healthy natural ecosystems.
Once these methods have been perfected, local communities will be far more
easily wedded to a land ethic than will regulatory bureaucracies subordinate to
Washington’s political agendas. Further, as with national forest and park trusts,
the decentralized and diverse character of local communities means more than
that local adaptation will be more likely, although it will. In addition, the
scale of errors will be limited, while maximum incentives will exist to emulate
successes.
Sustainable resource extraction must therefore be encouraged to remain in prop-
erty arrangements providing richer ethical environments than those character-
izing the liberal order alone. From this perspective, family farms are better
than corporate farms. Labor intensive production with low capitalization is al-
most certainly better than capital intensive low labor cost alternatives, for they
prevent the farm from being completely subordinated to the rate of interest.
Simply removing existing agricultural and forestry subsidies would be a giant
step forward in this regard. They might even be sufficient, although I believe
further institutional changes would also be needed.20
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Conclusion
Liberal institutions have become a threat to the environment largely through
their success, not their failure. This success has unleashed so much creative
power that most people have become blinded to the fact that liberal institutions
and the ethics they exemplify, are not self-sufficient. They are immersed in, and
depend upon, a deeper context, one including other communities which are
sustained by different, but complementary, ethical rules and principles.
Only when these other communities are given their due, and enabled to maintain
themselves as essential parts of the world within which we live, will the liberal
order itself become indefinitely sustainable. Like adolescents with more energy
than sense, and naive views of their own immortality, liberal civilization has
acted as if its desires were the be all and end all of human and natural existence
alike. Like such adolescents, attitudes which at one point served a valuable
purpose in encouraging growth and creativity can become self-destructive if
not moderated by a growing sense of responsibility and embeddedness in more
complex relationships with others possessing equal value and standing.
Ecocentrism is needed to better comprehend our embeddedness and respon-
sibilities. Ecocentrism has its roots in human self-consciousness. Its earliest
manifestations are in the ethical framework of hunting and gathering societies,
as we have come to understand them. Ecocentrism is in harmony with the
world’s major spiritual traditions. And it is implied in the very foundations of
evolutionary liberal thought. Ecocentrism plays a vital role in helping to more
fully delineate the broader natural community within which liberal modernity
exists, and on which it depends. In addition, it demonstrates that far from being
the ultimate derivation of ethics, liberal conceptions of human rights constitute
only a special case, although a very important special case, of broader and deep-
er ethical insights based upon respect for all beings. When these insights are
incorporated into evolutionary liberalism, its anthropocentric blinders fall away,
and human beings are once again enabled to be at home on this Earth.
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